Sales Engineer International
Software Systems in Tunnelling

Impressive as the Software!
Babendererde Engineers is a global engineering company specialised in underground works with offices in
Germany, USA and Brazil. With our software wing “Tunnelsoft” we are one of the leading IT solution providers for projects involving tunnel boring machines.
Three different types of software, including mobile solutions from the app store, are supporting job sites
world-wide in technical data management and visualisation, quality management and as well in online calculation services.
To strengthen our sales team we are looking for a sales engineer.

Your Business
As a Sales Engineer you acquire new customers in a unique working field and act as the general contact
person for our existing customers.
You will develop product launches and develop marketing strategies. You take part in trade fairs and congresses. The position involves frequent travels and increasingly product presentations on the Internet.

Your Profile
You have a technical engineering background, ideally in Civil Engineering (Tunnelling) with experience in
sales and marketing. You have a very good technical understanding in the field of software and system
components. You are distinguished by your meritocratic and targeted entrepreneurial-minded sales personality. Self-confidence, communication skills and teamwork are no foreign words. You are fluent in English and ideally have good knowledge in other languages.

Our Profile
We offer an exciting and challenging job within an international environment and as a member of a young,
dynamic team with leading products. After intensive training, you can enjoy maximum freedom and quick
decision procedures. We offer you a success-oriented pay in one of the most beautiful holiday regions of
Germany.
Have we drawn your interest? We look forward to receiving your online application under specification of
your salary and your earliest possible starting date.
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